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there remains ever less lime 10 document them. Vinding has described a rapidly·changing 
Himalayan society, and in so doing has made a lasting contribution to anthropology. ,The 
Tlzakali is at ooce refreshingly personal and pleasingly traditional, a truly rare combtna· 
tion in modem ethnography. 

Kathmandu Wllley Painting-The Jucker Collection by Hugo E. Kreijger. 
London: Serindia Publications, 1999. 128pp., 97 ills. (84 colour, 13 b&w). 
Glossary, bibliog., index. ISBN 0906026520. 

Reviewed by Julia A.S. Hegcwald 

This publication is a descriptive and interpretative catalogue of the Newar paintings and 
dra"~ng< in the private ownership of the Swiss collectors Mischa and Angela Jucker. The 
catalogue contains 39 religious paintings on cloth (paubhas) (32 Buddhist, 7 Hindu), four 
works on paper, four bookcovers, and seven artists' sketchbooks. Most of the patnttngs 

. have not been previously published. Tlte main catalogue section is preceded by a sbort 
introduction to the geography and cultural history of Nepal, the artistic milieu of the paint
ers, and a brief commentary on the stylistic development and religious context of the 
paintings in the collection. 

Kreijger's book is an especially valuable contribution to our knowledg~ of the wealth, 
beauty and development of Newar painting and its re lation to the pamllng tradlllons of 
India and Tibet. Despite the current proliferation of illustrated publications on tbe arts of 
Tibet and the Himalaya, it is rare for a study to focus on Nepal and in particular on the 
Newar paintings of the Kathmaudu Valley. This publication provides a wide audience 
with access to an unpublished collection through high quality reproductions. It success
fully portrays and describes individual items in the collect ion, but also provides a s~Jjd 
overview of the pattern of devclopment and change which has taken place ID the palOtmg 
tradition of the Newars over eight centuries. 

The paintings are arranged in chronological order with the earliest dating from circa 12?O 
and the latest from 1912. The individuaipallbhas are described in minute detail, and W ith 

every new picture the reader is invited to consider the paintings closely, rollowing register 
by register and scene by scene, details which are easily identifiable on the photographs. 
Kreijger also provides useful and infonnative interpretations of certam colours. mud-,"?s, 
and symbols specific to lhe Newar painting repertoire, and oarrates many of the stones 
depicted on the paubhos, thus drawing attention to the important narrative quality of the 
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paintings. Unfortunately, only two of the many substantial inscriptions incorporated in 
the paintings and translated by lan Alsop and Gautomvajra Vajracharya are published in 
the book. 

\Vhilst Kreijger provides a mass ofdetniled information on individual works, this does not 
detract from a comprehensive presentation of ewar pajllling in general. Of particular 
interest are those sections in which he traces the development of specific recurrent motifs 
over lhe centuries from one painting to another. and in doing so outlines innovations and 
stylistic developments in {he Newar paubho traditjon. Examples illustrating such stylistic 
changes are the roundels containing flying vidyiidharas, the garments of the patron and 
his family, and decorative motifs such as flowers or the shapes of the headdresses wom by 
certain divine beings. A considerable amount of helpful dating is done through theexami
nation and relative sequencing of such motifs. In Ihis context, Kreijger is also able to 
show tbat the collection contains several groups of representations of one and the same 
deity dating from different periods. The facr that important stylistic developments in the 
Newar painting tradition can be identified in the paintings contained in this collec tion 
without any need to refer 1.0 examples elsewhere highlights the comprehensive signifi
cance and imponance of this private collection. 

Particular atten tion has been paid throughout this monograph to the dates of ule scrolls. 
However, whi lst the age of a painting and its location in a secure chronology is both 
desirable and helpful, the precision implied by dating based on stylistic comparisons alone 
requires caution. Such 'precise' dating coupled with frequent assurances that many paint
ings, compositions and subject matters are 'most ullusual', 'extremely rare' , 'relatively 
unknown' and 'uncommon', may mislead the reader. Kreijger's understandable eager
ness to promote the auributes of tbe collection occasionaUy gives the impression of sale
room persuasion- a metier which is familiar to the author. In his preface, Kreijger briefly 
draws attention to the fac t that many pieces are without precedent (p.9), but it might also 
h."e been valuable to consider the question of why it is that such a large number of paint
ings in this collection are unusual in so many respects. On the one hand, the collection 
might simply reflect the collectnr's eye for atypical works whose availability confirmed 
their unorthodoxy. On the other. might Ihe paintings in this collection renecr a previously 
unrecognized extent of individual expression and interpretation in a very conservative 
painting tradition? Tbe lack of answers to such queslions should not distract from the 
considerable contribution which this book makes 10 the study of painting in Nepal. 

The catalogue'S shon introducl'ion might have achieved more witbout being longer. On 
Ihe other hand, it is extremely helpful that, where possible, individual paintings of the 
collection have been directly relnted to historical periods and developments. In his ac
count of the artistic milieu, the author comments on the "'Iow caste staNs presently held by 
the painting profession in Nepal" (p.15). Here, it might have been helpful to have differ
entiated between the traditional paubha painters ohhe Chhrakar caste, and painters who 
have been more experimental in temlS of their choice of media, techniques. and subject 
m3Uer and may be referred to as "modern painters'. Most of these come from higher 
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castes, and although they work as painters, have a high position in society. AJ though, the 
catalogue contains several examples of painting manuals (p.16), the Introduction _provides 
linle or no infonnation on such sketchbooks, or on the texts used by painters. such as 
manuals and guidelines. It would also have been helpful if this section had included some 
infomtation on the substance of the colours and materials used. 

While the stylistic overview ofthe paintings provides valuable general infonn31ion on Lhe 
collection, the opportunity to provide a bold summary and interpretation of Newar paint
ing has not been laken . Kreijger stresses that Newar paintings are noticeably different in 
style from both the Indian and Tibetan paiJlling traditions, but makes Iinle attempt to 
identify these differences and to delineate clearly Ule distinctive features of Ne war paint
ing and tbeir development over time. While certain typical Newar characteristics such as 
representations of a dei ty's vehicle in pairs (p.42) are pointed out in the catalogue text, 
more general tendencies could have been outlined to prepare the reader at the beginning of 
the book. The final section of the Introduction provides a useful commentary on Nepa
lese religious practice, though there are several passages where useful information has 
been omitted, such as the identitication of the "holy lake where devotees ofShiva bathe" 
(p.21) as Gosainkund. In addition, the use of broad generalizations occasionally obscures 
whether a statement refers to specific items in the collection or to the whole genre of 
Newar painting. 

In its totality, this well illustrated and documented catalogue of the previously unpub
lished Jucker collection provides an extremely va luable and detailed contriburion to the 
study ofNcwar painting between the 13 111 and 20111 centuries. Kreijger sets out to remedy 
the lack of material available on the arts of the Kathmandu Valley, to provide a study 
which is of interest and an aid to all students of Nepalese art, and wh.ich serves as an 
introductory text on the subject. His enthusiasm for the subject will inspire readers both 
familiar and unfamiliar with the Newar painting tradition. 

Earth . Door . Sky . Door: Paintings of Mustang by Robert Powell with an 
introduction by Roberto Vitali. London : Serindia Publications, 1999. 108 
pp., col. ill., maps. ISBN 0906026539. 

Reviewed by C la re Harris 

In 1992 .he Nepalese government allowed a partial opening of the restricted area ofMus
lang, a decision which enabled a number of Himalayas and Tibet specialists to begin 
research projects in the region. Among them was the Australian art ist Robert Powell . He 
joined a team of historians, architects and photographers (led by Niels Gutschow) who 
aimed to study and document the architecture of Mustang. Gutschow made an inspired 
cboice when selecting his colleagues for this project, the results of which can be appreci-
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ated in Earth . Door. S'y. Door. Although this publication reproduces works displayed by 
PoweU at the Arthur M.Sackler Gallery, Washington D.e., it is not merely an exhibition 
catalogue. The combination of PoweWs images and the text by fellow team member and 
Tibelol.ogist Roberto Vitali make this an extremely useful contribution to our knowledge 
of Himalayan architecture in a particularly interesting location. 

As a cleft in the Himalayan ranges, lhe Kali Gandaki va lley has been traversed by those 
wishing 10 venture from the Tibetan plateau to the plains of lndia and vice versa for per
haps three millennia. Mustang, in the upper reaches of this valley, is therefore a place 
where architecture displays a convergence of Tibetan and South Asian influences. Powell's 
paiOlings provide ample evidence of this and allow us to observe that, for example, the 
supersl'cuctures of Mustang homes bear close resemblance to those of Central Tibet and 
Western Tibet, though window fittings are in some cases carved in the style of the 
Kathmandu valley. However, the style of the Mustang built environment nol only refl ects 
a degree of hybridity but asserts some distinctive local variatioD, particularly in the use of 
vivid colours for exterior wall painting. Even the Sakyapa architecture of Tibet pales in 
comparison to the drama of the vertical bands of pigment used in Mustang. 

Many of the images in Earth. Door. Sky. Door are executed with a real ism and accuracy 
that makes them invaluable to the student of Himalayan architecture. In fact this is a case 
where the painter has eclipsed the photographer, as Powell includes a cross-section of a 
cave temple, illustrations of a set of stupas, and an interior which cannot be recorded by 
the camera. Vita li 's captions and introduction provide historic, technical and ethnographic 
detail which is not available elsewhcre: and ensurc that thc book is undcrpinned by sound 
scholarship. However, I suspect that the atmosphere of PowelJ's images will attract other 
readers beside Tibetologists. Many of his paintings move beyond the purely descriptive , 
verging instead towards the surreal and the abstract. An image such as 'House at Tsarang' 
takes some of the basic ingredients of Tibetan architecture-white painted mud wall, a 
doorway with black 'homed' architrave, and a thick layer of firewood stored on a flat 
roof-and transposes .hem by close cropped framing into a Rothko-like modernist work. 
When Powell paints yak horns impaled in mud at Drakmar (in a style reminiscent of 
working drawings by the sculptor Anish Kapoor) they inspire him to create an imagined 
'yak horn device ', an object that looks like a cross between a torpedo and the crown of an 
obscu.re potentate. Thus Powell metamorphoses the local meaning of yak ham, where it 
functions as a protective votive to the earth spirits, into an icon from a more personal 
cosmology. Hence I agree with Vitali when he remarks that POlVell should not be com
pared 10 the Orientalist painters of the monuments ofSomh Asia who "painted an invis
ible barrier separating their easel from the world around them" (p. ll ). PoweWs sensibil
.ty is so thoroughly engaged wi th his subject that his paintings become what Giuseppe 
Tucd~ the founder of Tibemn art scholarship. would call 'psycho-cosmograms·. Since 
Tucci used Lhis Jungian tenninology to refer to the Tibetan mandala, the comparison is, I 
think apt, for Powell has clearly used his eye and brush to try to see beyond the physical 
appearance of Mustang in an attempt to capture something orits essence. To my mind this 




